
Namogoo Luxury E-commerce Research Brief 
Client-Side Injected Malware Increasingly Targets Luxury Shoppers 

Summary 
 
As more and more luxury retailers bring their brick-and-mortar businesses to online retail sites, they’re facing new, 
and oftentimes greater challenges than their traditional retailer counterparts. Specifically, malware developers are 
targeting luxury shoppers with Client-Side Injected Malware (CSIM) that drastically alters the luxury shopping 
experience, erodes brand integrity, and most importantly, siphons off significant daily revenue from luxury  
e-commerce sites. 
 

CSIM has jumped from a mere 5% to 20% infection rate among iOS users,  
who are 10X more likely to shop on luxury e-commerce sites 

 
Perhaps most threatening is that luxury retailers are unaware of the issue. Because CSIM exists solely on the 
consumer’s browser or computer, brands have historically been unable to monitor and control the threat from 
their side.  
 
Namogoo’s technology gives luxury retailers new protections against CSIM and ensures that no matter how 
infected a consumer’s computer or browser may be, they will always have a clean and unobstructed user 
experience when visiting a Namogoo-protected site. The findings in this brief come from Namogoo’s internal 
research, except where noted.  
 
What is CSIM?  
 
Client-side Injected Malware (CSIM) includes widgets (product recommendations and deals), advertisements and 
spyware scripts that are injected into websites by extensions installed on a customer’s browser or through 
unintended software downloaded by the customer. This causes customers to suddenly view pages on a website 
differently than they were intended by the website owner.  
 
Example  of luxury website targeted with actual CSIM (Burberry product page): 
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Example  of luxury website targeted with actual CSIM (Net-A-Porter checkout page): 

Mac and iOS Users No Longer Safe 
 
Malware like this, which is created specifically for Mac/ iOS users, is designed to blend in with the authentic luxury 
e-commerce site and offer smart recommendations throughout the experience, from search to checkout. CSIM 
developers are increasingly targeting Mac users and shoppers on iOS devices because they realize that 1) these 
users are far more prevalent on luxury sites where average order values are higher and 2) iOS users and luxury 
retailers wrongly assume they are immune to common malware attacks. 
 

•  46% of luxury website visitors use Mac/ iOS (as compared to 4.14% of non-luxury site visitors who use 
iOS devices) 

•  CSIM has jumped from a mere 5% to 20% infection rate among iOS users 
 
Opportunity Cost 
 
Although luxury e-commerce sites are seeing less visitors infected with CSIM than traditional e-commerce sites, 
the balance is quickly shifting. What’s more important is the opportunity cost. Malware developers targeting iOS 
users on luxury retail sites are able to hijack a far greater amount of revenue due to the higher average order 
value of a luxury shopper. 
 

•  15% to 30% of a traditional e-commerce site’s traffic is hijacked by CSIM when an unknowing shopper 
clicks on a fake ad or link 

•  That percentage is less for luxury sites, but given that the average order value for a luxury e-
commerce shopper is 10X that of a regular site, the lost revenue can be far more significant  

 
•  Consider Net-A-Porter with 9 million monthly visitors, 800,000 active customers and an average order 

value of €481 ($517)1 

 
 

Additional luxury CSIM images can be accessed here. More detailed explanation of CSIM can be accessed here. 
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https://www.dropbox.com/sh/rrh30eh3evvs3vd/AAAMuYjM8VOnu9KBOX9P8ip1a?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/7j5m842ixbdyy3d/FAQ%20About%20Namogoo%204.2015.docx?dl=0


Sources 
 
1 http://qz.com/373470/the-yoox-and-net-a-porter-merger-is-creating-a-tech-giant-as-much-as-a-fashion-giant/ 

Conclusions 
 
Luxury retailers may think they’re safe from the common Client-Side Injected Malware that plagues other online 
retailers, but it is precisely that belief that CSIM developers are betting on. As malware developers become 
bolder and more innovative in their approach, we expect the upward trend in targeting luxury retail sites to 
increase at an alarming rate.  
 
Luxury retailers face a higher risk, both in revenue and in brand value. As more high-end retailers come online, 
winners in the space will be determined in part by those that take measures to protect the integrity of their brand, 
especially against CSIM.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
About Namogoo  
 
Namogoo’s technology protects websites from Client-side Injected Malware by scanning millions of pages 24 
hours a day, creating malware injection blocking rule sets in real-time and delivering them to an e-commerce 
website via a single line of code.  
  
Advanced learning algorithms monitor malware patterns and continuously adapt the security shield so Namogoo-
protected sites remain free from the effects of Client-Side Injected Malware. Consumers experience the site as it 
was intended to be viewed, and have a safe shopping experience while brands can ensure that they capture the 
full value of their online traffic. 
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